
When do monkeys fall from the sky?  During Ape-ril showers 

Why are elephants wrinkled all over?  Because they don’t fit on an ironing board 

What did the surgeon remove from her salad?  The kidney beans 

What is a skeleton’s favorite musical instrument?  A trombone 

If we breathe oxygen during the day, what do we breathe at night?  Nitrogen 

What did the princess say while she waited for her photos to come back from the store?  “Someday my 

prints will come!” 

What was the tortoise doing on the freeway?  About 150 inches an hour 

What is the most important thing to put into brownies?  Your teeth 

Knock knock.  Who’s there?  Ira.  Ira who?  Ira member you, why don’t you remember me? 

What day to fish hate?  Fry-day 

Why do elephants do well in school?  Because they have a lot of gray matter. 

How do you keep spaghetti from sliding off your plate?  Use tomato paste 

What color is a kitten’s meow?  Purr-ple 

What did the puppy say when it sat on sandpaper?  “Ruff” 

Knock knock.  Who’s there? Mr. Mr. Who?  Missed her at the bus stop. 

My room is so small…the ceiling gets dusted whenever I comb my hair. 

What did the octopus have for lunch?   A peanut butter and jellyfish sandwich. 

Knock knock.  Who’s there?  Olive.  Olive who?  Olive you, do you love me? 

What do you call a cow that eats your grass?  A lawn moo-er! 

Why shouldn’t you tell jokes in the kitchen?  Because the dishes might crack up 

Knock knock.  Who’s there?  Rita.  Rita who?  Rita good book lately? 

Who advises the kitchen president?  The cabinet 

What do you called a tired tent?  A sleepy teepy 

What’s a fish who works in the operating room?  A sturgeon surgeon 

Have you heard the joke about the watermelon?  It’s pitiful 



What’s a frightened pet bird?  A scary canary 

Lulu ate something for dinner.  First, she threw away the outside and cooked the inside.  Then she ate 

the outside and threw away the inside.  What was it?  Corn on the cob 

Why couldn’t the astronauts land on the moon?  Because it was full 

What do you get when you cross a snowstorm and a cornfield?  Cornflakes 

What do polar bears have for lunch?  Ice-burgers 

What bee can never be understood?  A mumble-bee 


